Freedom is something that everyone likes

Maybe doing something that others may dislike
Oh! Freedom is not only patriotic
It may be doing something very exotic
Keep in mind not to hurt others
With your so called “right”
Freedom is in classroom
Even when you play dark room
Freedom is something no one can steal
And has a very effective seal
Let’s have freedom in our thought and speech
So that peak is the place we can reach.
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Here and there I roam,
In search of balloons to fill with foam,
Sipping a cup of honey,
After all it looked funny.
I tried to solve in time an unsolvable mystery,
Which was part of the boring History
I enjoyed learning the animal kingdom,
Because of my freedom.
It is an effect of Gandhi’s lame game,
Although many thought it was just a play for his fame.
We now have the right to do activities for time pass,
Even if it has a large mass.
It is all because of Sir Freedom,
As he killed the rude Kingdom
Salute to all the unsung heroes,
For they have made Freedom my birth right.
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“Believe in yourself and hold on tight,
This world isn’t going to leave you
alone without a fight”,
Said many, over the times,
Even through phases of crimes.
An innocent girl, shackled and bound,
Would she ever run free on the ground?
An innocent boy, tied to belief,
Would he ever get relief?
So finally, riddle me this, my friend,
This question has plagued me to no end,
Do we finally have something to gain?
Or is freedom truly a boon or a bane?
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What is freedom? It’s having things your own unique way,
Freedom is having your voice heard and always having a say,
The beauty of freedom lies in the choices we all can make.
True freedom is spontaneous unity, a bond no one can break.
Flying high not bound by chains of orthodox belief,
True freedom lifts the load gives relief,
Me, you, everyone we can all peacefully co-exist on earth.

This freedom must be protected even if at the cost of our life,
Freedom brings peace freedom is not violence or strife,

In this preservation of freedom, we must all give a hand;
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Freedom after all the very soul of India our motherland.
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Is India truly incredible, a free country?
Do the poor really enjoy the same privileges as the gentry?
There are the questions that plague me as I now walk,
On the path where 24/7, promises are made and politicians talk.
Are we not shackled by cuffs of our own making?
Does freedom really mean that others’ lives are for our own taking?
Mere assumptions, fragments of broken thoughts alone I can now make,
The future of brilliant, resurgent India is now at great stake.
The price of losing freedom so high we cannot even compare,
A dictatorial saga is one for which we certainly cannot prepare,
A barrage of thoughts overwhelms me, make me shockingly numb,
It only makes me wonder: Is this true freedom or merely free-dumb?
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1857 was the year when the grand race for freedom began,
This movement enveloped all, be it old or young, woman or man
A quest for freedom, fuelled by one man’s burning passion,
His path was not one of violence but of love and compassion,
At the altar of freedom, people put everything at stake,
Overwhelmed by the fury, only so much could the invaders take
Out of the ashes of misery rose the blazing diamonds of revolution,
Rallying against injustice, freedom was the next step in humanity’s evolution
Fear was there and so was treachery, betrayal and greed,
What overtook them all was freedom-man’s most basic need
Independence was achieved, far greater than was planned,
This is but the story of Bharat, our great, free motherland.
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After a long wait,
Our country became free
Breaking all the shackles
And the limiting boundaries.
The long sought freedom
Was a priceless gain,
And the road to achieve it
Was filled with blood and pain.
The torturous Britishers are finally gone
But again we are repeating the old story
The rulers are our own men though
Can we uphold the country’s glory?
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Freedom is what we wanted
Freedom is the price of bloodshed
I ask do we really live up to it
Look around you, look at the injustice that prevails
In the name of freedom what is not done
Our forefathers wanted harmony
And goodness to preside in our hearts
That’s what made them to burn the midnight oil
To lay the foundation of the world’s largest democratic country
They didn’t want riots in name of religion
They had hope we the common man
Raise our voices against the corrupt
And remove the darkness to pay way

For our shinning Bharat
She holds the moralistic values of this world
We have been bestowed the decision of right and wrong
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I was roaming around,
Thinking what is freedom.
I looked around and saw the birds fly
And the squirrels run up and down the tree.
I noted it down and saved it for later.
I entered the classroom,
Just to see my friends playing around.
All of them were careless and enjoying
Taking notes about it and saved it for later..

When I finally sat down,
It struck to me what was freedom.
Freedom was in the nature concealed,
Freedom was in my classmate’s actions,
I noted that down and understood,
Freedom is everywhere
Hidden yet seen, carefree yet joyful
And savoured and remembered.
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Living our life,
According to our wish,
No one forcing us,
No one commanding us,
No one ruling us,
Taking our own decisions,
This is FREEDOM
India is a free country,
We just got independence,
Actually from inside
We are trapped by,
Corruption, poverty,
Which are not good.

We should get out of all this
This will give us ,
So called freedom .
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Freedom lies in soaring high and surpassing even the greatest height ,
Freedom lies in leading the way, being the lamp blazing bright.
It’s not freedom to curse or battle or to crib and complain,
It’s not freedom where only one idea or one person in the end remain.
Freedom lies in uplifting humanity and expressing great creativity,
Freedom lies in staying positive in the face of daunting negativity.
It’s not freedom where the brave hearts are silenced with a shot,
It’s not freedom where women are pushed aside without a thought.
Freedom lies in every person enjoying the same, equal rights,
Freedom lies in living life fully , finding good days in dreary nights.
It’s not freedom where an actor is let off the hook because of his fame,
It’s not freedom where politics is side lined and first priority’s name.

It’s time that we save Bharat from this violent attack,
It’s time that we set up and take our freedom back!
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India is my freedom and I shall have it,
And I care a lot about my freedom.
India would have not got freedom ,
with out the efforts of freedom fighters like
Gandhiji, Nehruji and more.

Freedom, freedom, freedom ,
Is my very birth right.
We only get freedom when we deserve it ,
And I always strive for it.
India is a very independent country ,
That’s the reason behind our freedom.
Freedom is a very unique thing
That responds or effective to only few citizens
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Freedom is my birth right and I shall have it
Were the lines spoken by a great master.
Freedom is what everyone wants
Not getting it makes them fall.
Freedom is a journey through which everyone has to pass
Gaining it again and again makes everyone laugh
It is a best way to do time pass.
Much of it can make people cry
To get freedom the best way is to try.
Try, try but don’t cry cause
It’s not the only goal
Much of it can make people Bold.
Freedom was special
Freedom is special
Freedom will be special
As without it only some can pass through their hard times
But don’t worry rather chill as it has to be in you in some time.
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Is being free really freedom?
Or having no bounds is freedom?
Is freedom really given or is it taken?
Perhaps all your assumptions are mistaken.
Does water in a bucket feel free?
When it can dance through the horizons in a spree,
Are you letting your love free?
Or are you tying them down?
Is freedom not slavery itself?
You are the genie of your mind.
Why are you fighting for freedom?
Has freedom actually ever existed?
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Off he went full of energy and vigor,
He came back shrouded in tri color.
Off he went to protect our lives,
To give a safe life to his wife.
Off he went to serve our nation,
Only to end at a higher station.
Off he went to help us stay free,
To get unknown glory.
Off he went risking his life,
Knowing deep within he had to sacrifice,
For freedom in our lives,
Needs lots sacrifice.
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Decades ago India got its freedom
But did all Indians become free?
Those who did were only some
And still bound are we.
We are bound by our fear
Of what others would say,
The opportunities would’ve been near
But then we just gain say.
So many excuses can be made
When own thought freedom we lack
Just like this then chances fade
So, try to get the freedom back.
So now our mind properly we set.
Whatever others think let it be.
You will succeed, I bet
Because then, you’ll be totally free.
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What is meant by freedom?
Is it just a thing?
No, it means a lot more
A lot more than you can think.
India became independent
But is it really free?
Or still, there are some people
Who act like the bitter roots of the tree.

Our souls must take actions accordingly,
Cause freedoms very rare,
It doesn’t cost any money
Nor any kind of jewel.
Our hearts are not free,
How can we talk about others?
There are so many thoughts in our minds.

Corruption is still ruling us,
Because of which the people are suffering
This bitter roots must be cut off,
So that the world becomes a better
Place to live in.
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Freedom, freedom, freedom, oh!

Does this mean to live happily?
Is this what everyone wants?
I say no
Freedom means a liberated soul
A soul which decides to be free.
Free from all kind of agony
Agony which makes you feel sad,
Fly free like a bird
Cause they decide to do so
When are you planning to do fly free,
To experience the real joy of freedom.
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We sapiens are like birds- Free and limitless
But locked in the cage of our mindsets.
We can run, dance, jump and fly
But stay shackled till the day we die.

Why do we think this happens?
It is because we set our limits and burdens
We fear our failures, we fear our lose.
At the end of the day, these are our flaws.
The flaws that chain us, the ones that tie us down.
This restrains us form being the king with a crown.
The king of any world we would like to seize
But only if we put our mind at ease.
Believe we can dance, believe we can fly,
Believe we can run ten million miles.
Because freedom is not constitutionally designed
Freedom is an unrestrained mind
People believe that to be free is to destroy
But freedom is the only path to joy.
Isn’t joy the final goal; isn’t bliss the last step?
So don’t wait! Break the shackles in your head.
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White robes, walking stick and ahimsa was all it took,
Dreams of freedom in front of which the invaders shook.
Calm words overthrew shouting insults, people’s power crumbled despotism,
Liberation brought about democracy and not mindless nepotism.
Roars of ‘Jai Hind’ filled the minds of our brave hearts,
This journey of freedom was off to a glorious start.
Tears fell as victorious souls gave their blood, sweat and tears.
The call to save our nation vanquished all the mortal fears.
Wearing the glorious pride of mother India on their chest,
These peaceful warriors toiled for freedom without any break or rest.
Unwavering hope powered all, made everyone form brotherhood,
Until in the end, free, tall and resurgent Bharat Mata stood.
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